Good morning and Happy New Year!
Take a look at a potential back court violation here. This WAS a back court violation since the player
catching the pass jumped from the front court, caught pass in the air (the ball now has front court status
since the player does) then landed in the back court.
The biggest issue here is the positioning of the crew. The C does pause after the made basket, then
starts up court. The black team is pressing so that needs recognized by the entire crew. The C should still
be in the back court to help the T since 2 offensive players and 3 defenders are still there (deep in the
back court). The C should be close to where the next potential pass could be. At the furthest, the C
should be at mid court. The pregame comment of ‘Remember when there is pressure in the back court
that the C needs to have vision (come or area) the entire way across the court and could potentially have
a back court violation.’ Just saying things like this gets the entire crew prepared and hopefully it is
followed in the game!
In a two-person game, this is a tough one to get since T is deep at the initial pressure and new L is as far
up court as the matchups dictate – we can never let players get behind us and out of sight. This type of
violation would be welcomed to be called from either official.
Today’s point is that proper positioning and achieving angles is critical to seeing what really happens.
If you are a member of NASO, you get Referee magazine. There is a fantastic article that is available
online also. The link is at https://www.referee.com/take-a-peek-inside-an-assigners-notebook/
If you do not have access, Jim Corpora is an experienced official and assigner who gives his views of
what officials can do to enhance their careers. Here are his recommendations – and they go hand in
hand with some of Marty Maurer’s ‘Do’s and Don’t Do’s’ from last week….seriously consider what Jim is
saying!


All officials think and believe they are better than they are (I am a prime example). In reality, all
officials make some mistakes. The axiom that no perfect game has ever been officiated remains
applicable to every sports official at every level. The key is to strive for continual improvement.



Far too many officials no longer study and read their rulebooks. While video is a great teaching tool, it
will never fully replace studying and knowing the rules. An official not knowing the rules puts the
assigner in an indefensible position.



Among other things, officiating should transcend race, gender, ethnicity, financial status, etc.



The degree of camaraderie between officials varies greatly from sport to sport. Football officials tend to
have the greatest camaraderie of all officials, probably in large part due to the size of a typical football
crew.



The best officials are the ones who are obsessed with excellence. The truly outstanding officials are
always thinking about their sport. They rehash plays and are always seeking additional knowledge.



The fact is some officials are not as accomplished as other officials. That is true at all levels in every
sport. I am fine with that, as long as an official makes a legitimate effort to be the best he or she can be.



An unfortunate trend is newer officials wanting to advance before they are legitimately ready for the
next level. Officials need to learn the art of officiating. That takes most folks quite some time. While
videos, podcasts and the like can accelerate an official’s advancement, officials learn best by
officiating.



Officiating is not for everyone. That should be obvious, but many people believe anyone can officiate.
Your next-door neighbor thinks he knows as much as you do about officiating. Obviously, that is
totally untrue.



I believe there is a strong correlation between the amount of understanding and knowledge of the sport
officials have and their performance. The more officials know about a sport, the better their chances of
success. It is critical that an official understands the game.



Too many officials are unwilling to accept when it’s time to step off the field. At some point, every
official will take off the stripes for the final time. Surely, that is often a very difficult decision. Ideally,
every official would like to make that decision for themselves and not have someone else make it for
them.



If you think you’ve been assigned to a low-level game, screw it up and watch how big it just became.
Some games are “bigger” than others — but every game matters. Excellent officials adopt that
approach entirely.



It is imperative officials are keenly aware of the time (not necessarily on a clock, but juncture of the
game) and the score. Those two items dictate coaching tactics. For example, in softball, it is very
probable that a team will bunt with a runner on first base with no outs in a tie game in the bottom of the
seventh inning. That is less likely in the bottom of the first inning.



The best officials strive for continual improvement. There is always something to learn and improve
upon. To be sure, perfection is impossible; however, I do believe excellence is an attainable and
realistic goal.



Humor has a definite role to play and it must be balanced. Officiating should be challenging and fun,
but it is not funny. Find humor where you can, but maintain professionalism.



The best officials are almost always the best prepared. Just as in anything else, there is a direct
correlation between preparation and performance.



If the primary reason you officiate is for the money, you will never be as good as you can be. That said,
all officials should demand their compensation be commensurate with the service they are providing. I
believe the amount officials are typically compensated at the collegiate and high school levels is far
short of what they deserve.



I strongly believe multi-sport officials can learn a great deal from each sport that will benefit them in
their other sports. That is especially true when it comes to slowing down and timing.

Have a great game tonight!
Tim

